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Abstract 
 
Most of the modern electronics technology is based on the semiconducting 
material silicon. The increasing demands for smaller electronic devices with 
improved performance at lower costs drive the conventional silicon technology to 
its limits. To meet the requirements from the industry and to explore new 
application areas, other materials and fabrication methods must be used. For 
devices operating at high powers, high temperatures and high frequencies, the so-
called wide bandgap semiconductors can be used with great success. Silicon 
carbide (SiC) and III-nitrides are wide bandgap materials that have gained 
increased interest in recent years. One important technique in manufacturing of 
electronic devices is chemical vapor deposition (CVD), by which thin layers can be 
deposited. These layers may have different electrical properties, depending on the 
choice of material and doping. Generally in CVD, a reactive gas mixture flows 
through a heated reactor chamber, where the substrates are placed. Complex 
chemical reactions take place in the gas and on the substrate surface, leading to 
many intermediate species and by-products, and eventually to the desired 
deposition. For the growth of device quality material it is important to be able to 
control the properties of the grown layers. These properties generally depend on 
the growth conditions in the reaction chamber, and on the chemistry of the 
deposition process. So far, empirical trial-and-error methods have been employed 
in the development of growth processes. Due to the lack of basic understanding of 
the governing physical processes, progress is costly and time consuming. 
Improving and optimizing the CVD process, as well as improving the 
fundamental understanding of the whole process is of great importance when 
good quality material should be produced. For this, computer simulations of the 
relevant physical and chemical phenomena can provide the necessary tools. This 
thesis focuses on computer simulations of the CVD process, in particular CVD of 
SiC. Simulations can be used not only as a tool for optimizing growth processes 
and reactor designs, they can also give information about physical phenomena 
that are difficult to measure, such as the gas-phase composition or the flow paths 
inside the reactor. 
Heating of the CVD susceptor is a central part of the process. For the growth of 
high quality SiC a relatively high temperature must be used. A convenient method 
for heating to high temperatures is by induction. A low resistive material, such as 
graphite, is placed inside a coil, which is given an alternating current. The graphite 
is then heated by the induced currents due to ohmic resistance. In this thesis the 
temperature distribution inside a CVD reactor, and how it is influenced by 
changes in coil frequency, power input to the coil and graphite thickness, is 
investigated. It is shown that by changing the placement and shape of the coil and 
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by using insulation material correctly, a more uniform temperature distribution 
can be obtained. 
A model for the growth of SiC is used to predict growth rates at various process 
parameters. A number of possible factors influencing the growth rate are 
investigated using this model. The importance of including thermal diffusion and 
the effect of etching by hydrogen is shown, and the effect of parasitic growth 
investigated. Simulations show a mass transport limited growth, as seen from 
experiments. 
An improved susceptor design with an up-lifted substrate holder plate is 
investigated and compared to a conventional hot-wall reactor and to a cold-wall 
reactor. It is shown that stress induced by thermal gradients through the substrate 
is significantly reduced in the hot-wall reactor, and that stress due to backside 
growth can be diminished using the new design. Positive side effects are that 
slightly higher growth rates can be achieved, and that the growth temperature can 
be slightly lowered in the new susceptor. 
The doping incorporation behavior is thoroughly investigated experimentally for 
intentional doping with nitrogen and aluminum. The doping incorporation on 
both faces of SiC, as well as on two different polytypes is investigated. 
Equilibrium calculations are preformed, giving possible candidates for species 
responsible for the doping incorporation. To predict nitrogen doping 
concentrations, a simplified quantitative model is developed and applied to a 
large number of process parameters. It is seen that the same species as predicted 
by equilibrium calculations are produced, but the reactions producing these 
species are relatively slow, so that the highest concentrations are at the outlet of 
the reactor. It is thus concluded that N2 must be the major specie responsible for 
the nitrogen incorporation in SiC. 
For the growth of III-nitrides, ammonia is often used to give the nitrogen needed. 
It is well known that ammonia forms a solid adduct with the metalorganic gas, 
which is used as the source for the group III elements. It would thus be beneficial 
to use some other gas instead of ammonia. Since purity is of great importance, N2 
gas would be the preferred choice. However, N2 is a very stable molecule and 
difficult to crack, even at high temperatures. It is shown that hydrogen can help in 
cracking nitrogen, and that growth of III-nitrides can be performed using N2 as the 
nitrogen-bearing gas, by only small changes to a conventional hot-wall CVD 
reactor. 
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1 
Introduction 
 
Electronics are present everywhere in today's society and have a major impact on 
the everyday life. The modern electronics technology originates from the 
invention of the bipolar junction transistor by Shockley [1], and Bardeen and 
Brattain in 1948 [2]. Since then, the electronics industry has grown and become one 
of the world's largest. The increasing demands for smaller electronic devices with 
improved performance at lower costs drive the conventional silicon technology to 
its limits. To meet the requirements from the industry and to explore new 
application areas, other materials and fabrication methods have to be used. 
In the early years germanium (Ge) was mainly used as the semiconductor 
material, but silicon (Si) became the dominant material for semiconductor devices, 
due to the relative ease by which high quality crystals could be produced.  In the 
1960s compound semiconductors, such as the III-V materials, were developed for 
the use in microwave and optoelectronic applications. Since the early 1980s the 
interest in wide bandgap materials has increased rapidly, as their material 
properties make them very attractive for high temperature, high frequency and 
high voltage devices. 
A typical electronic device consists of several thin layers on top of a substrate. The 
layers are called epitaxial1 layers, and may have different electrical properties, 
depending on the choice of material and doping. Different layers have different 
tasks when the device is in operation. Some improve the conduction of electrons 
through the device, some serve as contacts and some as a buffer of high resistance 
between conducting areas. To produce, or grow, such epitaxial layers different 
processing methods can be used; e.g. liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE) or vapor-phase epitaxy (VPE). The methods are distinguished by 
the phase of the source materials and how these are transported to the substrate. 
In LPE the source materials are liquids, while they are provided in gaseous form 
in VPE. In a certain type of VPE, called chemical vapor deposition (CVD), the 
gaseous source materials are forced to flow through the reaction chamber by a 
carrier gas. The CVD method is suitable for high purity, large scale, uniform 
layers, produced at a relatively high growth rate. An overview of different 
methods can be found in ref. [3]. 
Generally in CVD, a reactive gas mixture flows continuously through the 
controlled environment of a reactor chamber, in which the substrate is placed. 

                                                 
1 epitaxy comes from the Greek words 'epi' (on, above) and 'taxis' (order). 
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Complex chemical reactions take place in the gas and on the surface of the 
substrate, leading to many different intermediate species and by-products, and 
eventually to the desired deposition. For the growth of device quality material it is 
important to be able to control the properties of the grown layers. The properties 
generally depend on the growth conditions in the reaction chamber, and on the 
chemistry of the deposition process. So far, empirical trial-and-error methods have 
been employed to provide growers with recipes for controlling layer properties. 
Due to the lack of basic understanding of the governing physical processes these 
recipes have to be re-developed for each new reactor design. Improving and 
optimizing the CVD process have therefore been slow and costly. Improving the 
fundamental understanding of the physics and chemistry of the deposition 
process is very important if good quality materials are to be produced. A good 
understanding of the whole process is particularly important when problems arise 
or when up-scaling of reactors should be made. For this, computer simulations of 
the relevant physical and chemical phenomena can provide the necessary tools. 
Simulations can be used not only as a tool for optimizing growth processes and 
reactor designs, they can also give information about physical phenomena that are 
difficult to measure, such as the gas-phase composition or the flow paths inside 
the reactor. 
This thesis focuses on computer simulations of the CVD process, in particular 
CVD of silicon carbide, with the objective to improve the basic understanding of 
this process. 
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2 
Silicon carbide and III-nitrides 
 
Semiconductors are a group of materials with certain characteristic properties, 
which distinguish them from metals and insulators. Generally, semiconductors are 
classified by their electrical conductivity at room temperature, with values in the 
range of 10-9 – 103 (Ω cm)-1 [4, 5]. Another characteristic property is the width of the 
bandgap, which is the energy gap between the valence and the conduction bands. 
For semiconductors the bandgap is typically between a few tenths of an electron 
volt up to 2 – 3 eV. Materials with larger bandgap energy are generally considered 
as insulators, but the limit is not very sharp, and several semiconductors have 
bandgap energies well above 3 eV. These semiconductors, with bandgaps close to, 
or above, this limit are called wide bandgap semiconductors, and include silicon 
carbide (Eg = 2.3 – 3.2 eV), diamond (Eg = 5.5 eV), some of the III-nitrides, such as 
GaN (Eg = 3.4 eV) or AlN (Eg = 6.2 eV), and also some of the II-VI compounds like 
ZnS (Eg = 3.6 eV). 
 

2.1 Common properties of wide bandgap materials 
The wide bandgap materials are in many respects superior to silicon, the most 
commonly used semiconductor material today, due to their physical and electrical 
properties. Due to the large bandgap (2.2 – 6.2 eV), it is much more difficult to 
thermally excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. In a 
device, this means that the leakage currents are reduced, and the device is more 
stable at high temperatures. The wide bandgap also implies that the breakdown 
voltage will be considerably higher than for silicon. This means that for power 
devices with similar blocking voltage capabilities, the silicon device must have 
approximately 102 times lower doping level in a ten times thicker active layer, as 
compared to a SiC device. Thick layers with low doping will have a very high 
resistance, increasing the power loss and the heat generation in the device. Thus, 
using wide bandgap materials can not only increase the blocking voltages for high 
power devices, but can also make devices smaller, and reduce power losses. For 
switching devices, the high saturation drift velocity in combination with the high 
breakdown voltage, makes the wide bandgap materials superior to most of the 
more common semiconductor materials when it comes to impedance matching, 
output power, and switching loss. The possibility to use high voltages together 
with high switching frequencies makes microwave devices of wide bandgap 
materials very interesting in applications such as base stations for 
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telecommunication, microwave ovens or digital television broadcasting. Higher 
voltages and higher frequencies will lead to high power losses in all electronics, 
which leads to more heat generated in the device. As the power losses are much 
lower than in silicon, and the thermal conductivity and thermal stability are much 
higher, the need for surrounding cooling systems is reduced. Thus, products using 
wide bandgap electronic devices can be made much smaller and much more 
efficient. In Table 1 some properties of wide bandgap materials are shown. Silicon 
is included for comparison. 

Table 1 Properties of some wide bandgap semiconductor materials [6 – 11]. Silicon is 
included for comparison. 

Property Si GaAs 4H-SiC 6H-SiC 2H-GaN 2H-AlN Diamond 
Bandgap @ 
300K (eV) 

1.11 1.43 3.26 3.02 3.39 6.2 5.45 

Lattice 
parameters (Å) 

5.43 5.65 a = 3.08 
c = 10.08 

a = 3.08 
c = 15.12 

a = 3.19 
c = 5.18 

a = 3.11 
c = 4.98 

3.56 

Density (kg/m3) 2330 5320 3210 3210 6090 3260 3510 
Max. operating 
temp. (°C) 

350 460 1200 1200   1100 

Melting point 
(°C) 

1410 1240 sublimes 
> 1800 

sublimes 
> 1800 

 2275 graphitization 
> 1500 

Electron 
mobility 
(10-4 m2/Vs) 

1400 8500 900 600 900 1100 2200 

Hole mobility    
(10-4 m2/Vs) 

600 400 40 40 150  1600 

Breakdown 
electr. field 
(108 V/m) 

0.3 0.4 2.2 2.5 3.3 11.8 10 

Thermal cond. 
(W/m K) 

150 54 490 490 130 200 2000 

Saturation drift 
velocity 
(105 m/s) 

1.0 2.0 2.7 2.0 2.9 1.8 2.7 

Dielectric 
constant 

11.8 12.8 10 9.7 8.9 8.5 5.5 

Thermal exp. 
coefficient 
(10-6 K-1) 

3.59 6  a: 4.6 
c: 4.68  

a: 5.59  
c: 3.17  

a: 4.2  
c: 5.3  

0.8 

 

2.2 Silicon carbide 
Silicon carbide (SiC), which consists of equal amounts of silicon and carbon, was 
first observed by the Swedish scientist Jöns Jacob Berzelius in 1824 [12], in an 
attempt to synthesize diamond. In nature, silicon carbide is very rare and has not 
been found freely. The first discovery of natural SiC was made by Mossian, who 
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found small hexagonal platelets in a meteorite [13]. Acheson [14] took advantage 
of an electric smelting furnace to produce SiC, mainly as a material for grinding 
and polishing purposes. When solid-state electronic devices were introduced in 
the 1950s, SiC was one of the materials studied. Lely introduced a technique for 
producing high quality SiC crystals in 1955 [15], but problems with producing 
large defect free wafers made device fabrication impossible. In 1978 Tairov and 
Tsvetkov introduced a new growth method [16], the so-called seeded sublimation 
technique, and the research gained new speed. The interest in SiC has increased 
rapidly in recent years mainly due to its high potential as a power device material. 
The fact that SiC is chemically inert also makes it possible to use SiC devices in 
hostile environments, such as engines, nuclear reactors, or in space. 
Many of the physical properties of SiC, such as the bandgap, electron mobility, 
and optical properties, depend on the crystal structure [17]. In a SiC crystal, the 
silicon and carbon atoms are organized in tetrahedron-like structures, see Fig. 2.1, 
where each silicon (carbon) atom is surrounded by four carbon (silicon) atoms. 
These tetrahedra represent the smallest building blocks of the crystal. The 
geometrical shape of a tetrahedron implies that each silicon atom will have a 
carbon atom above (or beneath, depending on how the crystal is oriented), so that 
the crystal will consist of silicon-carbon "double-layers". Depending on how the 
tetrahedra are stacked, different crystal structures, or polytypes, can be formed. 
Each tetrahedron has three possible positions in the lattice, and the variety of 
possible stacking sequences is enormous. To date more than 200 different 
polytypes are known to exist [18], but there appears to be no physical limit to the 
number of possible stacking sequences. To distinguish the polytypes from each 
other, they are named with a number and a letter, according to the Ramsdell 
scheme [19]. The number denotes the number of double layers in the stacking 
sequence, and the letter denotes the symmetry, which can be cubic (C), hexagonal 
(H) or rhombohedral (R). The most common polytypes are 3C, 4H and 6H, which 
have slightly different properties due to their different crystal structures. 
 

 

double-layer

double-layer

double-layer

Fig. 2.1 The smallest building block of SiC and the arrangement in double-layers. The 
black and white circles represent carbon and silicon atoms, respectively. 
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When wafers are made, the bond between the double-layers is broken, so that two 
different surfaces are produced. On one side, the top-most surface layer is 
terminated by silicon atoms, while the opposite side will be terminated by carbon 
atoms. The different surfaces, or faces, of the wafer behave differently when it 
comes to epitaxial growth and doping incorporation [20, 21]. 
 
Unfortunately, a perfect crystal is impossible to manufacture. The imperfections, 
or defects, can in many cases be detrimental for the device performance. Common 
defects in SiC are dislocations, point defects, and micropipes. Dislocations arise 
when atoms or planes of atoms move in the crystal, so that the atomic positions 
become substantially different from those of the original crystal. When the 
stacking sequence is altered, a so-called stackingfault is introduced, which is a 
kind of dislocation. Point defects are vacancies and interstitials, i.e. extra atoms 
that are squeezed into the lattice, or missing atoms in the lattice. Micropipes are 
tubular holes penetrating the crystal in one direction, with a radius from a few ten 
nm to several ten µm. In SiC the micropipes are oriented along the c-axis of the 
crystal. They arise as a result of the strain field around screw dislocations with 
large Burgers vectors. At some point it is energetically more favorable to remove 
some of the atoms in the middle of the screw dislocation and form a hole to reduce 
the strain. The micropipes can short circuit a device, and should therefore be 
avoided in the material. 
 

2.3 III-nitrides 
Another group of materials that is interesting for high temperature, high power, 
high frequency electronics is the III-nitrides. The III-nitrides consist of elements 
from group III in the periodic system (B, Al, Ga, In), and nitrogen. The most 
interesting combinations for electronic purposes are AlN, GaN and InN, and 
different alloys between these compounds, such as AlxGa1-xN or InxGa1-xN. Due to 
difficulties producing bulk material for the production of substrates of these 
materials, they are usually grown on substrates made of sapphire or SiC. 
AlN powder was first synthesized in the late 1920s [22] by flowing ammonia over 
metallic Al at elevated temperatures, and GaN powder was produced in a similar 
way some years later [23]. Small crystals could be made from the powder, but it 
was not until Maruska and Tietjen [24] used the hydride vapor phase epitaxy 
(HVPE) technique to produce GaN in the late 1960s, that the material quality was 
improved. Bulk material was not produced at that time, and still bulk GaN and 
AlN substrates are not commercially available. Therefore, other substrates such as 
sapphire and SiC have to be used for the III-nitride growth. Due to the lattice 
mismatch between the substrates and the epitaxial film, and the difference in 
thermal expansion, misfit and threading dislocations with a density of 109 – 1010 
cm-3 [25] are introduced in the film. Despite these obstacles, III-nitride based 
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devices are now commercially available (see e.g. [26 – 29]), mostly as light emitting 
diodes (LEDs). 
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3 
Principles of epitaxial growth 
 
Manufacturing of solid crystals is commonly referred to as crystal growth. In 
epitaxial crystal growth, a thin layer of crystals is put on top of a single crystalline 
substrate. The epitaxial growth of semiconductor materials is crucial for the 
modern electronics industry since it is the only way to produce heterostructures 
with well-defined compositions and doping, and to get abrupt interfaces between 
different layers. There are numerous techniques by which crystals can be grown. 
The techniques for producing substrates differ in most cases from the epitaxial 
growth techniques. A number of overviews of silicon carbide bulk crystal growth 
have previously been published [9, 30, 31], and the interested reader is referred to 
these for more information about substrate fabrication. 
Crystal growth is a multidisciplinary subject covering many different research 
areas such as chemistry, solid-state physics, fluid dynamics, theoretical physics, 
crystallography, thermodynamics and engineering. Here a brief introduction to 
the basic principles of epitaxial growth, in particular epitaxial growth by the 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique, will be given. 
 

3.1 General issues 
There are many different techniques for producing an epitaxial layer. The exact 
arrangement of the growth equipment, called a reactor, can vary widely depending 
on the material grown and specific application, but the basic principles are the 
same: the source material is transported in some way, e.g. by a gas as in CVD, 
towards a substrate where the growth takes place. The growth is governed by the 
thermodynamics and kinetics in the reaction chamber. The theory of 
thermodynamics is used to describe the driving force for crystal growth, to 
calculate the maximum possible growth rate, and to determine the composition of 
the growing solid and its surroundings when the system is in equilibrium. 
Chemical kinetics can be used to extract more detailed information about the 
growth, such as determine which gas-phase reactions are important, how different 
surface processes proceed, and to determine growth rates. 
A system is in equilibrium when it has no tendency to change further, and is 
described by the chemical potential µ.1 For the simple process 

BA⇔  ( 1 )

                                                 
1 more about chemical equilibrium in section 5.4 
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the equilibrium condition is 

0
0

0
0 lnln

B

B
B

A

A
A p

pRT
p
pRT +=+ µµ  ( 2 )

so that 0=∆µ . R is the universal gas constant, while T and p are the temperature 
and pressure, respectively. p0 is the standard state pressure, usually 1 atm. When 
the system is not in equilibrium, the driving force for growth is the deviation from 
equilibrium, often expressed in terms of the supersaturation: 

RTp
pp µσ ∆≈−= 0

0

 ( 3 )

When 0>σ  growth is promoted, whereas 0<σ  results in evaporation (Fig. 3.1). 
Thus, the state variables (p, T, etc.) should be adjusted in such a way that the 
chemical potential of the desired solid phase becomes lower than all other phases 
in the system.  
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Fig. 3.1 An illustration of how the difference in chemical potential between the solid and 
vapor phase influence the crystal growth. 

Although thermodynamics is very useful for the basic understanding of a growth 
system, the rates of reactions are not taken into account, and therefore the 
deviation from experimental results might be large. Generally, the actual growth 
rate is much lower than predicted from thermodynamics. The reaction rates and 
mass transport of the source materials in the reaction chamber and on the growing 
surface are described by kinetics. The kinetics depends both on the reactor 
geometry and on the process parameters. Through a detailed kinetic analysis a 
deeper understanding of the growth process can be obtained, and process 
conditions can then be adjusted to optimize e.g. the reactor design, flow 
parameters, or the deposition uniformity. 
An important kinetic phenomenon in epitaxial growth is mass transport by 
diffusion, which is defined as the migration of chemical species caused by a 
concentration gradient. The transport of source materials to the substrate and the 
movement of adsorbed species on the surface are both governed by diffusion. At 
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low temperatures and high growth rates, the surface diffusion is relatively slow, 
as compared to the impinging growth species, which leads to an amorphous film 
formation. Higher temperatures and lower growth rates increase the surface 
diffusion, allowing the adsorbed species to move to the "right" sites on the surface 
to create a crystalline epitaxial layer. 
Studying the dependence of the growth 
rate on the temperature for a 
deposition system makes it possible to 
analyze the limiting process for 
growth. For an exothermic process 
(such as CVD) an increased 
temperature will lead to a decreased 
growth rate if the growth is 
thermodynamically limited. On the 
other hand, if the growth would be 
limited by kinetics, such as gas-phase 
or surface reactions, an increased 
growth rate would be observed when 
the temperature is increased. In the 
mass-transport (diffusion) limited case  
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic plot of the different 
growth regimes. 

the growth rate is almost independent on the temperature. This growth regime is 
the usual case for most CVD systems. A schematic plot indicating the different 
growth limiting regions is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
Depending on process conditions, the deposition can be characterized by one of 
three different growth modes, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 
 
a) b) c) 

   
Fig. 3.3 Basic growth modes. a) Island growth (Volmer-Weber). b) Layer-by-layer growth 
(Frank-van der Merve). c) Layer-plus-island growth (Stranski-Krastanov). 

If the bonding between adsorbing atoms is stronger than between an adsorbed 
atom and the substrate, the result will be a three-dimensional island growth (also 
called the Volmer-Weber growth mode). Small clusters nucleate directly on the 
substrate surface, and the clusters grow into islands, which eventually coalesce to 
a continuous film. When the bonding between an adsorbed atom and the substrate 
is stronger than between adsorbed atoms, two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth 
(Frank-van der Merve) will occur. A third growth mode, which is a combination of 
the island and layer-by-layer growth, can occur (Stranski-Krastanov). The 3D 
island growth on top of the layer growth might be caused by e.g. a change in the 
surface energy induced by strain in the growing layer. 
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The layer-by-layer growth is the desired growth mode for semiconductors. This 
growth mode can be promoted by deliberately introducing steps on the surface, 
e.g. by cutting or polishing the substrates slightly "off axis" from a high symmetry 
plane. The nucleation at steps is energetically favorable and the growth proceeds 
by so-called "step-flow growth". This technique was introduced for SiC CVD in the 
late 1980s [32, 33], and has been used since then to produce high-quality SiC 
epitaxial layers.  
 

3.2 Chemical vapor deposition 
In chemical vapor deposition (CVD) the source materials are provided in gaseous 
form. The source gases are called precursors, and these are often highly diluted in a 
carrier gas. The epitaxial layer is synthesized from the gaseous phase by chemical 
reactions. It is this reactive part of the process that distinguish CVD from physical 
deposition processes, such as sublimation growth or MBE. The chemical reactions 
are strongly temperature dependent, which is one of the reasons why the process 
temperature in CVD often is very high. A common method for heating to the high 
temperatures required is by induction. A piece of low resistivity material, such as 
graphite, is put inside a coil, which produces an alternating magnetic field. The 
piece is then heated by the alternating current induced in the material by the 
magnetic field. Often in CVD, the substrate is put on the heated piece, called a 
susceptor, which is situated inside a chamber, where the precursor gases are 
allowed to flow over the substrate. 
The need for high-quality epitaxial films with various doping concentrations and 
abrupt interfaces, combined with high growth rates, high yield and large-scale 
production makes CVD the most suitable technique for the growth of 
semiconductor device structures. Although CVD is one of the most complex 
deposition methods, it is also one of the most flexible ones. Virtually any 
semiconductor material can be grown by this technique, and a large range of 
doping concentrations can easily be accomplished. 
To produce high-quality epitaxial layers, all steps involved in the deposition 
process must be carefully controlled. It is therefore necessary to obtain a thorough 
understanding of each step. The following processes may occur during CVD [34]. 
 
(1) mass transport of precursors through the gas-phase into the deposition zone 
(2) generation of reactants through gas-phase reactions 
(3) mass transport of reactants towards the growth surface 
(4) adsorption/desorption of reactants on the growth surface 
(5) diffusion of surface adsorbed species to growth sites 
(6) incorporation of growth species into the growing layer 
(7) desorption of byproducts 
(8) mass transport of byproducts away from the deposition zone 
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One way to control some of these steps is by the design of reactor geometry. The 
different approaches to reactor design can be divided into two categories: hot-wall 
vs. cold-wall reactors and horizontal vs. vertical reactors.  
In a cold-wall reactor the susceptor is plate-like and the substrate is heated from 
one side only. The reactor walls surrounding the susceptor are often cooled by air 
or water. Cold-wall reactors are characterized by large temperature gradients, and 
the effect of thermal diffusion (which generally causes large molecules to move 
towards colder areas, while small molecules have a tendency to move towards 
hotter areas) is an important factor. Hot-wall reactors, where the heated susceptor 
surrounds the substrate, have smaller temperature gradients, and a more efficient 
heating of the reactive gas. 
The direction of the flow and the substrate positioning in the susceptor may vary; 
from the horizontally oriented CVD reactor where the substrate is resting on the 
floor of a horizontally oriented susceptor, via the so-called pancake reactor where 
the substrates are horizontally placed and the gas flow is vertical, to the barrel and 
chimney reactors having both the gas flow and substrates oriented vertically. In 
vertical reactors the substrates must be mounted in some way, which could induce 
stress in the material due to thermal expansion, when the temperature is raised. 
Having the substrate resting on a flat surface minimizes this risk, since it is 
allowed to expand freely in all directions. Stress can also be induced by a large 
temperature gradient through the substrate during growth. The hot-wall concept 
reduces the temperature gradients, and thus also the possible additional stress 
caused by thermal effects. Using simulations to optimize growth conditions and 
reactor design is a powerful tool to diminish these effects.  
 
In silicon carbide CVD growth, the most commonly used precursors are silane 
(SiH4) as the silicon-containing gas, and propane (C3H8) or ethylene (C2H4) as the 
carbon-containing gas. Some investigations using single-source precursors such as 
bis-trimethylsilylmethane (Si2C7H20) [35], 1,3-disilabutane (SiH3CH2SiH2CH3) [36, 
37] or tetramethylsilane (Si(CH3)4) [38] have been performed, with the aim to grow 
SiC at lower temperatures. The temperature normally used ranges from 1500°C to 
1800°C, achieving growth rates up to 10 µm/h for the horizontal CVD reactor [39], 
whereas somewhat higher growth rates can be obtained in the vertical (chimney) 
reactor [40]. 
For ordinary growth conditions, the growth is in the mass transport limited 
regime. This means that the influence of temperature variations is weak, although 
the temperature affects the diffusion of species towards the substrate and the 
etching rate to some extent. Etching by hydrogen, which is used as carrier gas, is 
an important effect that limits the growth rate at high temperatures and low 
precursor flows. It can also serve as a pre-treatment of the substrate prior to 
growth to remove surface imperfections etc. The etching rate of SiC is comparable 
to the growth rate [41] at the growth temperatures, but could be reduced by the 
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presence of propane in the gas [42, 43]. Hydrogen has a higher thermal 
conductivity and heat capacity as compared to other possible carrier gases, such as 
argon or helium, which make it more suitable in the CVD process. Hydrogen also 
increses the decomposition rate of the precursors due to reactions between the 
precursors and H2 or atomic H. 
Doping can easily be obtained by adding a third precursor gas. For n-type doping 
of SiC, nitrogen gas (N2) is used, and for p-type material, trimethylaluminum 
(Al(CH3)3) [21, 44 – 46]. Other dopants are boron and phosphorus, which give p- 
and n-type doping respectively [44, 47]. A large range of doping concentrations 
(1014 to 1019 cm-3) can be achieved for both n- and p-type. The doping level depends 
on the process parameters and on the precursor flows. The so-called site 
competition theory [48] can partly explain the complex relations between these 
properties. Nitrogen has been shown to substitute carbon (i.e. bond to silicon) in 
the crystal lattice [49], while aluminum substitutes silicon (i.e. bond to carbon) 
[50]. Thus, nitrogen competes with carbon, so that an increased carbon content in 
the reactor leads to a decreased nitrogen doping incorporation, while for 
aluminum the p-type doping decreases with an increased silane flow. A 
comprehensive investigation on how the doping is influenced by variations in 
precursor flows, pressure, input C/Si ratio, and temperature have been performed 
in this thesis (papers 6 and 7) [21, 46], and a simplified quantitative surface 
reaction model for the nitrogen doping incorporation has been suggested, which 
resembles all of the main features of the doping trends for a large number of 
process parameters (paper 3) [51]. 
A common problem in CVD growth is the homogeneous gas-phase nucleation [52, 
53], where large clusters of molecules or solid particles are formed in the gas 
phase. This could lead to a depletion of precursor gases and reduce the growth 
rate. In the vertical chimney reactor, on the other hand, this phenomenon is 
utilized to improve growth uniformity and growth rate [54]. For the horizontal SiC 
CVD reactor the precursors are usually highly diluted in the carrier gas, and the 
gas flow relatively high, so that the effect of gas-phase nucleation is negligible. 
Another important factor is the deposition on the reactor walls, so-called parasitic 
deposition, which depletes the gas from precursors. This effect is important to take 
into account when modeling CVD growth to accurately predict growth rates. 
 
In CVD of III-nitrides a metal-organic source, like trimethylgallium (TMGa) or 
trimethylaluminum (TMAl), is used together with ammonia (NH3) as precursors. 
When using a metal-organic source, the epitaxial growth is often referred to as 
MOCVD (metal-organic chemical vapor deposition). Compared to SiC growth, the 
temperatures are lower, about 1000°C, as well as the growth rates, typically about 
1 µm/h. 
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4 
Growth simulations 
 
Chemical vapor deposition consists of a large number of coupled physical 
phenomena. The transport properties and chemical reactions depend on the 
pressure, temperature and species concentrations in the reactor. Chemical 
reactions occur both in the gas-phase and on reactor walls. The reaction chamber 
is heated by induction, where temperature dependent material properties 
determine the power loss in the materials. The heat is distributed throughout the 
reactor due to radiation and under the influence of the gas flow. Because of the 
complexity of the CVD process, models have to be used to better understand it, 
and to be able to control the resulting growth. Computer simulations are used in 
many different areas and have become a powerful tool for the industry, as well as 
for universities. Faster computers make it possible to use more advanced models 
to simulate complex systems. Crystal growth requires knowledge from many 
research areas and the ability to combine these at different levels. Simulations of 
the growth process can be used to identify rate-limiting steps, to relate growth and 
uniformity performance to operating conditions, to work as a design tool for 
reactors, and to gain a deeper understanding of the whole process. All processes 
occurring during CVD could be simulated one at a time, but that would not give 
an accurate picture of the whole system, since all phenomena are coupled to each 
other in some way. However, including all processes in one single calculation is 
not realistic, due to the multitude of physical phenomena involved. Crystal 
growth is governed by macroscopic mechanisms, such as the temperature 
distribution, mass transport and chemical reactions. To include e.g. the individual 
particles in the calculations is therefore not necessary to get a reasonable good 
picture of the growth process. To determine which phenomena are important and 
which are not, a variety of dimensionless numbers can be used as a guide. These 
numbers give the relative contributions of different physical phenomena, as will 
be described below. 
Although CVD is inherently a nonequilibrium process controlled by chemical 
kinetics and transport phenomena, thermodynamic calculations can be used to 
determine critical growth conditions, possible gas-phase species and maximum 
theoretical growth rates. However, accurate process predictions must include 
chemical kinetics and transport considerations. 
Even though there might be only a few different gas-phase molecules in the input 
gas, chemical reactions will occur along the gas flow path as the temperature 
increases, creating new species, so that the total number of molecules in the gas-
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phase becomes large. A model accounting for all possible reaction paths could 
easily become overwhelming and unmanageable. Computer simulations are the 
only way to gain more insight to the complex chemistry and to identify the most 
important reaction pathways. 
A useful growth model should be able to predict accurately temperature 
distributions, growth rates, and doping concentrations for a large number of 
process parameters. It should also be reactor-independent, so that the same model 
can be used regardless of the specific reactor geometry. A good model can then 
provide a deeper fundamental understanding of the process studied, it can be 
used to evaluate new systems before they are actually manufactured, it can work 
as a tool for improving the growth process, and it can be used to design new 
reactors and processes. 
Once such a model has been developed, great care should be taken evaluating its 
results, keeping in mind that it is only a model, and that it might not always give 
the whole picture.  
 

4.1 Previous work 
Semiconductor crystal growth has been modeled for various materials using 
different approaches in numerous studies. Most of the modeling has, of course, 
been performed for silicon. Eversteyn et al [55] presented an analytical model for 
the epitaxial growth of silicon from silane in a cold-wall horizontal CVD reactor 
already in 1970. Coltrin et al [56] developed a numerical model of the coupled gas-
phase fluid flow and chemical kinetics of silane decomposition for a similar 
reactor in 1984, and this model was later refined [57, 58]. The modeling of silicon 
carbide CVD growth started with the investigation of a gas-phase reaction 
mechanism by Stinespring and Wormhoudt in 1988 [59], which included the gas-
phase decomposition model for silane from [56]. Their conclusion was that the 
decomposition of propane and silane could be treated separately, neglecting the 
formation of organosilicon species. The first model for SiC growth accounting for 
the actual growth was introduced by Allendorf and Kee in 1991 [60], who 
combined it with a one-dimensional model of a rotating disk reactor. The same 
growth model has been used by others [61, 62], although it has a tendency to 
overpredict the amount of reactive silicon species, leading to a predicted growth 
limitation by carbon. Also in this model the organosilicon species were neglected. 
From equilibrium calculations it is suggested that these species may play a 
significant role in the SiC growth [63]. Still, very little is known about their 
influence, mostly due to the limited kinetic data available. 
The sublimation growth reactor can be seen as a simplified version of the vertical 
CVD, since the mass transport is governed only by convection [64, 65]. The 
equations needed to model such a reactor are simpler, since the forced flow 
present in CVD is not needed to be taken into account. Thus, these models can be 
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used as a starting point for further simulations of more complex systems. The 
possibility to use a two-dimensional modeling approach makes the vertical reactor 
more attractive from a simulation point of view [66 – 68], due to the significantly 
reduced computational time required. The first three-dimensional simulation of 
silicon carbide growth was that of Kuczmarski in 1993 [69], who used as 
simplified geometry to analyze the transport in a horizontal cold-wall reactor. For 
the hot-wall CVD of SiC only a few simulation studies have been published prior 
to this thesis [62, 70, 71]. 
 

4.2 Fluid flow analysis 
To analyze basic transport processes, several dimensionless numbers, which arise 
from the scaling of the governing transport equations, can be used. These numbers 
indicate the relative importance of one physical phenomenon to another. The 
dynamic behavior of a flowing gas can be characterized by the Reynolds number 
(Re), which can be described as the ratio of the flux of momentum caused by 
convection to the flux of momentum caused by diffusion. A high value means that 
convection dominates. At some critical value (Re ≈ 2300) a transition from laminar 
flow to turbulent flow occurs. In a model, diffusion has to be taken into account if 
the Reynolds number is small enough to guarantee a laminar flow, and if 
turbulent mass and heat transfer can be neglected. At normal CVD conditions the 
Reynolds number is usually small enough, typically < 200, to ensure laminar flow. 
The Schmidt number (Sc) is used to determine the relative contributions from 
momentum and mass diffusivity, whereas the Prandtl number (Pr) gives the 
correlation between the momentum and thermal diffusivity. Normally, the effect 
of mass and thermal diffusivities are comparable to the momentum diffusivity in a 
CVD reactor; the Pr number usually has a value around 0.7 and Sc is around 2. 
The mass flux by convection to mass flux by diffusion ratio gives the mass Peclet 
number (Pemass), and the thermal flux by convection to thermal flux by diffusion 
gives the thermal Peclet number (Petherm). If these numbers are large (>10), 
convection dominates, which is the normal case in CVD. 
The importance of the transport time of the chemical species in comparison with 
the reaction time is characterized by the two Damköhler numbers (gas-phase and 
surface). A large surface Damköhler number indicates that the growth is 
controlled by mass transport to the surface, whereas a small value indicates 
surface reaction limited growth. Similarly, if the gas-phase Damköhler number is 
large, the gas-phase reactions are fast in comparison with the residence time, so 
that the residence time becomes important. Typically, both Damköhler numbers 
are large, and thus the growth is controlled by mass transfer. 
Studying these dimensionless numbers gives an insight to which phenomena that 
should be included in a model of a fluid dynamic system to accurately predict its 
behavior. For the CVD of SiC, a model neglecting turbulence but including 
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diffusion can be used, and a mass transport limited growth can be assumed. This 
means that the surface reaction rates, which are often unknown, are not crucial for 
the simulation result. 
 

4.3 Temperature dependence 
Almost all of the material properties, such as the thermal conductivity, electrical 
resistivity, heat capacity, and so on, are temperature dependent, and many of the 
properties influencing growth and doping incorporation depends on the 
temperature. As the temperature often varies over a large range; from about room 
temperature at the reactor inlet to 1500 – 1800°C at the growth zone, it is important 
to apply correct material properties and boundary conditions for the calculations. 
Since the temperature is so important to the process, an accurate temperature 
distribution is crucial for simulations of CVD. Dividing the simulation problem 
into smaller steps, e.g. by simulating only the heating as a first step, could 
therefore improve the final result.  
 

4.4 2D versus 3D 
The horizontal CVD reactor is inherently a three-dimensional (3D) process, but 
two-dimensional (2D) simulations can be used to get an approximate picture of 
the system and to explore trends. The advantage of using a 2D approach is that it 
requires less computational time. Thus, a larger number of simulations can be 
performed during a shorter period of time. This can be useful e.g. when the effect 
of the variation of some parameter is studied over large intervals. When 
converting a 3D problem to 2D, some approximations have to be made. The nature 
of the approximations depends on the properties studied, and the information 
wanted. Important issues are the flow velocity, species input concentrations, and 
gas volume to growth surface area ratio. The 2D simulation can be either 
axisymmetric or planar. In the axisymmetric case, the complete geometry is 
defined by an angular rotation of the model around a symmetry axis, whereas in 
the planar case the complete geometry extends infinitely in the third direction 
(perpendicular to the plane). Thus, flow in a circular tube can be simulated by a 
2D axisymmetric approach, while flow between two plates should be modeled by 
a planar setup. In the real CVD reactor the flow passes through different 
geometrical shapes. Keeping all properties of the flow the same as in 3D is 
therefore often not possible. The most appropriate approximations have to be 
decided on a case-to-case basis, and great care should be taken when evaluating 
the results. 
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4.5 Numerical methods 
The physical phenomena present in the CVD process are described by partial 
differential equations. Solving these equations requires numerical methods, which 
consist of discretization of the equations on a computational grid, the formation of 
algebraic equations, and the solution of these algebraic equations. The solution 
domain is divided into a number of small volumes, or cells. The governing 
equations are numerically integrated over each of these cells, and the numerical 
solution gives the variable values at the center of each computational cell. This 
method is known as the finite element method, FEM.  
In order to obtain a convergent solution that reasonably well reflects the reality, 
the computational grid has to be well defined, with small enough volumes to 
account for different gradients. The grid has to be small in areas where gradients 
are expected to be large, and can be larger where there are small changes of the 
variable values. A too small computational grid, however, increases the 
computational time required for the solution. 
 

4.6 Software 
There are several commercial software tools that can be used for solving problems 
in computational fluid dynamics and related physics [72 – 75]. These softwares can 
be somewhat different in how the problems are set up, but they are essentially 
equally good in solving various problems. Most of them can run on an ordinary 
PC, or on Unix workstations. The fast development of today's computer 
technology makes it unnecessary to use supercomputers for more than very 
advanced calculations.  
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5 
Physical models 
 
Physical phenomena can be described in many ways. Physicists often use the 
language of mathematics to formulate relations between different quantities. Any 
relation, whether it is derived purely empirically or strictly mathematically, is only 
a model describing how the system behaves. Along the way, several assumptions 
may have been made, and the resulting mathematical relation may, or may not, be 
accurate for all possible cases. It is therefore important to know when a relation is 
valid, and which assumptions have been made. Below, physical models describing 
different aspects of the chemical vapor deposition process are presented. 
 

5.1 Induction heating 
Chemical vapor deposition usually requires high temperatures in the reaction 
chamber. A convenient method for heating to high temperatures is by 
electromagnetic induction. A coil induces an alternating current in an electrically 
conducting material and heat is generated when this current dissipates energy due 
to the ohmic resistance in the material. The heat generated is defined by 

EJ ⋅=q  ( 4 )

where J is the current density and E the electric field. The current density can be 
divided into two terms, one term due to the current in the coil, Jext, produced by an 
external generator, and one due to the eddy currents induced by the time varying 
field, Jeddy. The induced currents obey Ohm’s law (stating that the current is 
directly proportional to the electric field), whereas the generated current in the coil 
depends on the frequency of the generator. Thus, the total current density is 

ti
exteddy e ωσ −+=+= 0JEJJJ  ( 5 )

where J0 is the current amplitude of the external generator, σ the electrical 
conductivity and fπω 2= , where f is the frequency by which the current varies. 
From Maxwell’s equations the relation between the electric and magnetic fields is 
given 

t∂
∂−=×∇ BE  ( 6 )

It is useful to define a vector potential A for the magnetic field B [76], so that  

BA =×∇  ( 7 )
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Then equation ( 6 ) yields 

0=







∂
∂+×∇

t
AE  ( 8 )

A vector having zero curl may be expressed as the gradient of a scalar, so the 
electric field is 

t∂
∂−Φ−∇= AE  ( 9 )

where Φ is the electric potential and Φ∇− the electrostatic field. 
The current density can also be expressed in terms of the magnetic potential, 
starting from Maxwell’s equations 

JDH +
∂
∂=×∇

t
 ( 10 )

and using B = µH, the current density is given by 

t∂
∂−








×∇×∇= DAJ

µ
1  ( 11 )

Assuming constant magnetic permeability, µ, utilizing the general vector identity 
AAA 2)( ∇−⋅∇∇=×∇×∇  and applying the so-called Coulomb gauge ( 0=⋅∇ A ), 

equation ( 11 ) is simplified to 

t∂
∂−∇−= DAJ 21

µ
 ( 12 )

In the case of induction heating the assumption that there are no free space 
charges can be made. This also implies that there is no electrostatic field, so that 
equations ( 9 ) and ( 12 ) can be written as [76] 

t∂
∂−= AE  ( 9’ )

AJ 21 ∇−=
µ

 ( 12’ )

respectively. 
The term Jext in the current density is zero outside the coil, but the time 
dependence of the current density causes the magnetic field to vary with the same 
frequency, so tie ω−= 0AA . The total inductive heating (outside the coil) can now be 
written as 

tie
tt

q ωσωσσ 2
00

2 AAAAEEEJ ⋅−=
∂
∂⋅

∂
∂=⋅=⋅=  ( 13 )

By averaging over the period, the induced power per unit volume is given 
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The magnetic vector potential can be calculated using equation ( 12’ ) 
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where µ = µ0µr is the magnetic permeability, µ0 the magnetic permeability in 
vacuum and µr the magnetic permeability of the material. Thus, knowing the 
material properties (µr and σ), the frequency and the current amplitude of the 
current generator, the total heating per unit volume can be calculated. 
 

5.2 Mass and heat transport 
To mathematically describe the mass and heat transport in a gas, the common 
equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy can be used. The 
conservation of mass (continuity equation) requires that the change of mass in a 
volume must be equal to the net mass flow into the same volume. 

{
( ) 0

flow mass net
density of change
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∂
∂

43421
vρρ
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( 16 ) 

When the gas mixture consists of more than one chemical species, the production 
and consumption of species through chemical reactions, and the transport in and 
out of the volume caused by diffusion, must be taken into account, so that the 
concentrations of individual species are calculated according to 
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( 17 )

where Yi is the mass fraction of specie i, ji the diffusive flux, and Rf and Rr the 
forward and reverse reaction rates respectively. Mi is the molar mass and νij the 
stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j. 
The velocity of the gas is determined from Newton's second law, which states that 
the time rate of change of the momentum of an element is equal to the sum of the 
forces acting on the element. The most common form of the equation used in fluid 
dynamics is called the Navier-Stokes equation 
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The density, ρ, and the dynamic viscosity, µ, are both functions of temperature, 
pressure and mixture composition, so that equations ( 16 ) – ( 18 ) are strongly 
coupled to the thermal energy equation: 
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The external sources, S, may include heating due to electrical fields etc. When 
dealing with low viscosity and low Mach number flows, as is the case in chemical 
vapor deposition, the viscous energy dissipation and the effect of pressure 
variations on the temperature, can be neglected. Also the inter-diffusion and 
Dufour effect (energy flux due to mass gradients) give rise to very small 
contributions to the energy flux at normal CVD conditions, and can therefore be 
excluded, so that eq. ( 19 ) reduces to 
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5.3 Transport phenomena 
The flux of a property is often proportional to the first derivative of some related 
property, and can be described by 

dx
dK ϕ−=j  ( 21 )

where ϕ is the property responsible for the flux, e.g. momentum or temperature. K 
is a coefficient specifically defined for each transport phenomena, such as 
diffusion (K = D), viscosity (K = µ), or thermal conductivity (K = κ). While viscosity 
is the transport of momentum due to a velocity gradient, thermal conductivity is 
the thermal energy transport due to temperature gradients. The transport 
coefficients can be obtained from the kinetic theory of gases. In a simple 
approximation, the thermal conductivity coefficient, κ, is derived to be 

λκ Cv
3
1=  ( 22 )

which is valid also for solids. C is the heat capacity per unit volume, v the mean 
particle velocity, and λ the mean free path of a particle between collisions. Similar 
expressions can be obtained for the viscosity and diffusion. However, in a more 
rigorous approach it is found that the mean free path does not appear naturally in 
the derivation of the transport phenomena [77], and more complex expressions are 
obtained (see below). 
In chemical vapor deposition, diffusion of different species through the gas-phase 
is an important phenomenon. Usually, diffusion is the transport of mass due to a 
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concentration gradient. However, mass can also diffuse due to a temperature 
gradient, so-called thermal diffusion. Both types of diffusion are important effects 
to take into account when modeling chemical vapor deposition. The description of 
the diffusive flux, ji (e.g. in eq. ( 17 )), is then mathematically described by 
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where D and DT contains the diffusion coefficients. The concentration-driven 
diffusion coefficient is 
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where Xi is the mole fraction of species i. The diffusion coefficient for a binary 
mixture, Dij, can theoretically be derived (Chapman-Enskog theory) [77] 
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where the combined collision diameter σij  is 
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2
1  ( 26 )

and )( *)*,(
ij

sl
ij TΩ  is the collision integral1 evaluated from the dimensionless 

temperature 
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where 

jiij εεε =  ( 28 )

σ  and ε  are the collision diameter and the characteristic energy of the molecule, 
respectively. They are usually obtained from the Lennard-Jones potential, which 
describes the energy attraction and repulsion between two atoms separated by a 
distance r. 
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1 The exact expression for the collision integral may be found in ref. [77] 
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The theoretical expression for the diffusion coefficient gives approximately 
75.1TDij ∝ . However, experimentally the diffusion coefficient has been found to 

depend on the temperature as 
n
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DD 
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where n is in the range 1.8 – 1.9 [3, 55]. When the growth by chemical vapor 
deposition is limited by mass transport, this deviation from the theoretical 
expression can influence calculation results.  
The coefficients for thermal conductivity, κ, and viscosity, µ, can also be derived 
using the Chapman-Enskog theory, and yields for a binary mixture [77] 
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The theoretical expressions for the transport coefficients (eqs. ( 25 ), ( 31 ) and( 32 )) 
are based on the assumption that the molecules are hard spheres, with the 
collision integral accounting for the deviation from the idealized model. To 
account for non-ideal interactions between molecules, a semi-empirical formula 
for the temperature dependence of σ has been suggested [78]. 
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where σ∞ is the collision cross section at a very high temperature. The constant ϕ0 
has the dimension energy/mole and is determined experimentally for each 
molecule. Using this expression could improve the simulation results, when the 
growth is mass transport limited, especially at higher temperatures. 
 
The effect of thermal diffusion generally causes large heavy molecules to move 
towards colder areas, whereas small light molecules move towards hotter regions. 
This effect has been shown to be important in cold-wall reactors, but the effect can 
also significantly influence the growth in hot-wall reactors. The thermodiffusion 
coefficient is 
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where kij is the thermodiffusion ratio. This ratio can be calculated through complex 
expressions involving collision integrals and thermal conductivities of the species 
involved [77]. 
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5.4 Chemical equilibrium 
The physical state of a gas (or any substance) is defined by its physical properties, 
namely its temperature T, its volume V, its pressure p and its amount of particles 
n. These properties are interconnected by an equation of state. Each gas has its 
own equation of state, but often the gas is considered to be ideal, and so the 
equation of state is 

nRTpV =  ( 35 )

where R is the molar gas constant. If there are more than one chemical species in 
the gas, the amount of particles is just the sum over all species. 
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To describe interactions between the gas and its surroundings, e.g. heat exchange 
or work, the Gibbs free energy is introduced. The Gibbs free energy is defined as 

pVTSUG +−=  ( 37 )

where U is the internal energy of the gas and S the entropy. In a mixture of 
chemical species, reactions may proceed so that new species are formed and other 
consumed. If the mixture is held at constant temperature and pressure for a long 
time, chemical equilibrium may be reached1. The state of equilibrium is reached 
when a change in the amount of species in the mixture have no tendency to 
change the free energy further, which mathematically can be expressed as 

0=
∂
∂

in
G  

( 38 )

The partial derivative of G with respect to ni is also known as the chemical potential, 
µi. For an ideal gas at constant T, using the thermodynamic identity dU = TdS – 
pdV, it can be shown that 

pdnRTdG ln=  ( 39 )

Thus, the chemical potential for an ideal gas can be expressed as 

0
0 ln
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i
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where pi is the partial pressure and 0
ip  the standard state pressure of species i, 

and 0
iµ the standard chemical potential. 

At constant temperature and pressure, Gibbs energy is 

                                                 
1 Theories of chemical and thermal equilibrium may be found in most basic textbooks on chemistry 
and thermodynamics, see e.g. [79, 80] 
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When chemical equilibrium is reached, Gibbs free energy is minimized, so that dG 
= 0. Since the chemical potential is a function of T and p, which are assumed to be 
constant, G is minimized for the right combination of ni. The amount of each 
species present in a mixture at equilibrium can thus be determined, if the chemical 
potentials are known. 
In the literature, the thermodynamic properties of chemical species are often 
expressed in standard free energies of formation, 0

if G∆ , or in the form of standard 

enthalpies 0
if H∆  and standard entropies 0

if S∆ . The relation between these 

quantities is 
000
ififif STHG ∆−∆=∆  ( 42 )

The standard chemical potential can be set equal to the standard free energy since 
the energy offset may be freely selected in minimization problems. However, the 
definition of the data may vary between data sources, e.g. the reference 
temperature could be either room temperature or absolute zero. Care should thus 
be taken using data from different sources in the same calculation. 
 
Equilibrium calculations can be used to determine which species are present in a 
gas mixture, and how much. However, the rates of reactions are not taken into 
account, and therefore the result may be quite different from experimental values 
in many cases. Despite this, equilibrium calculations are useful when determining 
trends, changing physical parameters such as pressure, temperature or inlet 
species concentrations. 
 

5.5 Chemical kinetics 
Within chemical kinetics, the rapidity with which a chemical reaction proceeds is 
studied. For a chemical reaction 

DCBA λγβα +⇒+  ( 43 )

the reaction rate may be written as [81] 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
dt
Dd

dt
Cd

dt
Bd

dt
Ad

λγβα
1111 ==−=−  ( 44 )

where the brackets denote concentrations. For a reaction far from equilibrium, at 
constant temperature, the rate usually depends on the concentration of each 
reactant species, so that 

[ ] [ ] [ ]qp BAk
dt
Ad =−

α
1  ( 45 )
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where p is the order of the reaction with respect to A, and q the order of the 
reaction with respect to B, so that the overall reaction order is n = p + q. k is called 
the rate constant, and may be seen as a measure of the speed of the reaction. The 
units of k may vary with reaction order, since the number of reactants may be 
different from one reaction to another. Thus, the dimensions of k are 
(concentration)(1 – n)/time, and the units are often expressed in terms of mol/cm3 and 
s. 
The rate of a reaction generally increases with temperature, an effect that is 
usually incorporated in the rate constant by expressing it as an Arrhenius equation 

RTEaAek /−=  ( 46 )

The quantity Ea is called the activation energy, and is interpreted as the minimum 
energy the reactants must have in order to form products. A high activation 
energy means that the reaction rate depends strongly on the temperature. The 
factor RTEae /−  could also be seen as the number of collisions having enough energy 
to form products, while A is the rate of collisions.  
The parameters A and Ea are often determined experimentally, but a number of 
theoretical approaches exists, which makes it possible to calculate reaction rates 
from e.g. vibrational modes of the molecules. Among the methods, the so-called 
RRK (Rice, Ramsperger and Kassel) theory or RRKM (Rice, Ramsperger, Kassel 
and Marcus) theory are the most frequently used. The theory behind these 
methods lies beyond the scope of this thesis, and the reader is referred to books 
covering the subject. 
Sometimes the temperature dependence deviates appreciably from eq. ( 46 ). To 
account for this deviation, a modified Arrhenius equation is often used for the rate 
constant 

RTEaeATk /−= β  ( 47 )

where β could be any number. If the forward reaction rate is known, the reverse 
reaction rate for the general reaction 
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can be calculated from equilibrium, using 
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Gi is the Gibbs energy and p0 the standard state pressure (1 atm). 
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5.6 Surface chemistry 
At a gas-solid interface, there are several processes occurring. Reactants from the 
gas can adsorb on the solid surface, the adsorbed species can move around and 
react to form new species, incorporate into the solid or desorb back into the gas. A 
detailed surface chemistry model describes the adsorption of reactants and 
intermediates at the surface, their decomposition and the desorption of reaction 
products as separate processes. The complexity of these processes makes it almost 
impossible to formulate a model description valid for all occasions. The 
complexity also leads to large time consuming calculations and therefore 
simplified semi-empirical models are frequently used. When the growth is not 
limited by the surface reactions it is quite satisfactory to use such simplified 
models for the surface chemistry. 
A surface reaction can generally be written in the form 
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where g, s, and b denote gas, surface, and bulk species respectively and a, b, and c 
are the stoichiometric coefficients for each species in the reaction. For this reaction, 
the net surface reaction rate may be expressed as 
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assuming independence of the bulk species concentrations. kf and kr are the 
forward and reverse reaction rates respectively. The forward reaction rate is 
usually assumed to have an Arrhenius temperature dependence 

RTE
f

aeATk /−= β  ( 53 )

although the dependence of the reaction rate on pressure and the surface coverage 
of some species are sometimes taken into account. The reverse reaction rate can be 
calculated from equilibrium, just as for the gas-phase reaction rates. 
In a simplified model, the surface reaction rates can be specified in terms of a 
sticking coefficient or sticking probability. This coefficient is a measure of the 
probability that a certain surface reaction takes place when a given collision 
occurs. From thermodynamics it is known that the rate of collisions for a specie 
with molar mass Mi with a surface is 

RTM
p

i

i

π2
collisions of rate =  ( 54 )

where pi is the partial pressure of species i. The forward reaction rate can then be 
written as 
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where γ is the sticking coefficient and ρs the surface site density. In this description 
it is assumed that the sticking coefficient is much less than one. A correction factor 
can be used for larger values, so that 
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Another description of surface adsorption is by the so-called Langmuir isotherms. 
This model assumes that the surface consists of a finite number of equivalent 
adsorption sites, and that the adsorption and desorption probabilities are 
independent of the fraction of occupied sites, θ. The rate of adsorption and 
desorption can be written on the form RTEae /− , and at equilibrium the rates of 
adsorption and desorption are equal, so that 

RTERTE
i

desads ebebp /
2

/
1 )1( −− =− θθ  ( 57 )

where b1 and b2 are appropriate constants. The fraction of occupied surface sites 
can then be written on the form 
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which is known as the Langmuir isotherm. For small values of pi, θ is proportional 
to pi, and at large values of pi, θ is close to unity. Variations on this relation occur 
frequently in surface chemistry models, e.g. when there are two adsorbing species 
competing for the same adsorption site, or when the surface works as a catalyst, so 
that the product is formed from two adsorbed species. The latter one is called the 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism: 
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6 
Main results 
 
Here a summary of the most important results obtained in this thesis work will be 
given. 
 

6.1 Heating 
Heating of the CVD reactor is a central part of the process. It is therefore quite 
natural to start an investigation of the CVD process by looking at the temperature 
distribution inside the reactor. In this thesis, mainly in paper 1, the temperature 
distribution and how it is influenced by changes in various process parameters, 
have been thoroughly investigated. It was seen that the susceptor is not heated 
uniformly by a uniformly distributed coil, due to the large heat loss by radiation 
from the bare graphite ends of the susceptor. The influence of changes in coil 
frequency, power input and graphite thickness was also investigated. Increasing 
the power input leads to a larger increase in temperature in the middle of the 
susceptor than at the ends. This fact is very important to take into account when 
measuring the temperature distribution inside the susceptor by melting silicon. 
Since silicon melts at a much lower temperature than used during growth, the 
measured distribution will not give an accurate picture unless each measured 
point is calibrated carefully. 
Using the knowledge obtained from these simulations, an improved susceptor 
design was suggested, where the temperature variation over 70% of the susceptor 
length varied by less than five degrees. A uniform temperature distribution over a 
large area is assumed to improve thickness and doping uniformities of the 
deposited layers. 
A susceptor design with an up-lifted substrate holder was investigated in paper 4, 
and compared to the conventional hot-wall reactor and to a cold-wall reactor. The 
stress induced in the substrate during growth due to a temperature gradient 
through the substrate is several times higher in the cold-wall reactor as compared 
to the hot-wall. The new susceptor design has the additional possibility to reduce 
bending of the wafers due to less backside deposition. This is accomplished by a 
smaller temperature gradient perpendicular to the substrate surface, which 
reduces the material transport by sublimation from the substrate holder plate to 
the substrate. For the same reason, the growth on the backside of the substrate 
holder plate due to sublimation from the susceptor coating can be minimized. 
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Thus, the lifetime of the susceptor is increased and the run-to-run reproducibility 
improved.  
 

6.2 Growth 
A model for growth of silicon carbide was used to predict growth rates at different 
process conditions. A number of possible factors influencing the growth rate was 
investigated. The simulation results showed that the growth was mass transport 
(diffusion) limited, as seen from experiments. It was also seen that at low pressure, 
the growth was closer to a surface reaction limited growth than at higher pressure. 
The diffusion rates are calculated for each molecule from its collision cross section 
and its characteristic energy, which are obtained from the Lennard-Jones 
parameters. Accurate values of these parameters are of great importance for 
accurate growth rate predictions. The effect of thermal diffusion, when species 
diffuse due to a temperature gradient, is also important to include in the model at 
high temperatures. Another important phenomenon is the etching by hydrogen, 
which is significant at high temperatures. The etch rate varies with temperature 
and pressure, but is of the same order as the deposition rate at normal growth 
temperatures. Excluding this effect from the model will influence the result 
significantly. 
A small change in temperature has little effect on the growth rate. An increased 
temperature will lead to an increased diffusion rate of growth species towards the 
surface, but also to an increased etching rate by hydrogen. For small changes in 
temperature the net effect will be small. The exact surface reaction rates are not 
crucial for the simulation results, as long as the modeled surface reaction rates are 
fast enough, since the growth is diffusion limited. Thus, the predicted growth 
rates are not very sensitive to changes in the values of the sticking coefficients. The 
same arguments can be applied to the gas-phase reaction rates.  
When constructing a model for growth it is important to remember that the 
growth takes place not only on the substrate, but also on the susceptor walls. The 
so-called parasitic deposition leads to a depletion of growth species and a lower 
deposition rate on the substrate. 
In the growth of III-nitrides, ammonia is often used as the nitrogen-containing gas. 
Since ammonia very easily forms a solid adduct with the metalorganic source, it 
would be better to use some other gas. The possibility to use N2 as the nitrogen-
containing gas in III-nitride growth was investigated. The bond between the two 
nitrogen atoms in the N2 molecule is very strong, and difficult to break even at 
high temperatures. However, reactions with hydrogen can help in breaking this 
bond. Thus, at temperatures around 1700°C, large enough amounts of reactive 
nitrogen-containing species can be produced. This temperature may not be 
beneficial for the III-nitride growth. Therefore a new reactor design was 
suggested, including a pre-heating zone, where the nitrogen and hydrogen gas are 
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first heated to a higher temperature than at the deposition zone. It was shown that, 
using the new reactor design, the use of ammonia or nitrogen gives about the 
same amounts of reactive species in the growth zone. Thus, using N2 as the 
nitrogen-containing gas in III-nitride growth is possible. It might even be better to 
use N2, since the adduct formation will be diminished, possibly less hydrogen will 
be included in the grown layers, and the purity of the gas is higher than ammonia. 
These results were summarized in paper 2 and 5. 
 

6.3 Doping 
Comprehensive studies of the nitrogen and aluminum incorporation in SiC 
epitaxial layers were made. The doping behavior on the different faces of SiC as 
well as on 4H and 6H polytypes was investigated. From thermodynamic 
calculations the species present in the gas at equilibrium conditions were obtained. 
Although the system is not in equilibrium during growth, the calculations give 
some indications on which species are most likely to contribute to the doping. N2, 
HCN, and SiNH were suggested as the species most likely responsible for the 
nitrogen doping, and Al, AlH, and AlH2 for the aluminum doping. 
A kinetic model for the nitrogen incorporation was suggested. It was seen, using a 
model for the gas-phase decomposition of N2, that the same species as predicted 
by equilibrium calculations are produced, but with lower abundances. The 
reactions producing these species are also relatively slow, so that the highest 
concentrations were obtained at the outlet of the susceptor. Even if these species 
would adsorb on the surface immediately upon impact, assuming no contribution 
from N2 (which is by far the dominant nitrogen-containing specie) to the doping, it 
would not be enough to account for the doping levels measured experimentally. 
However, it was shown that a reactive sticking coefficient for N2 corresponding to 
as low as 10-9 would be enough to have the N2 molecule as the responsible specie 
for the nitrogen doping. Thus, a simplified quantitative model, including N2 as the 
only nitrogen-containing specie, was developed, based on experimental findings. 
 

6.4 Accuracy 
Although well established models are available for many physical phenomena, 
they may deviate from experimental findings due to several reasons. The models 
might be valid only within a certain temperature range, or they might have been 
developed assuming binary mixtures etc. Thus, applying such models to the CVD 
process should be done with care. Validation is one of the most important steps 
when simulating any process. Measurements of properties that have been 
simulated must be performed with good accuracy in order to achieve a proper 
validation of simulated data. In this thesis, the temperature distribution was 
measured and simulated with a deviation of only a few degrees at temperatures 
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around 1600°C. Increasing the complexity by adding models of other physical 
phenomena to the simulation, may increase the deviation from measured values. 
Refining the computational grid can increase the accuracy of the simulations, but 
it can never be better than the accuracy of the models applied. For the growth rate 
predictions presented in this thesis, the deviation is not more than 15% for any of 
the process conditions, at any of the measured points, and in the best case not 
more than a few percent. The doping could be predicted within 10 – 15%, 
depending on process conditions, although the doping was measured only in one 
point for each case. This can be compared to the measured run-to-run doping 
reproducibility of about 10%.  
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7 
Conclusion and future aspects 
 
The ever-increasing performance of computers will increase the use of computer 
simulations in many research areas. This thesis shows some aspects on 
simulations of epitaxial semiconductor growth by chemical vapor deposition. It 
gives by no means a complete picture, it merely shows that simulations can be 
very useful in the development of new processes or as an optimization tool. With 
this thesis, one step closer to a complete model of the SiC CVD has been taken. 
Intense semiconductor research in combination with an improved understanding 
of underlying processes in material growth and processing gives the possibility to 
develop new models and refine existing ones. The development of these models 
must continue, so that further improvements of the basic understanding of the 
growth process can be achieved. 
Most of the commercial software simulation tools can run on an ordinary PC, or 
on Unix workstations. The fast development of today's computer technology 
makes it unnecessary to use supercomputers for more than very advanced 
calculations. This means that computer simulations of various physical 
phenomena will become more common as the price per CPU cycle will drop. 
Although silicon carbide is a very promising material for high power, high 
temperature and high frequency devices, several issues regarding material quality 
still needs to be solved. To be able to compete commercially with other materials 
the production cost must be reduced. Improving the growth process may 
contribute to a higher material quality and lower background doping levels, as 
well as an increased capacity and reduced growth times. Using simulations is 
inevitable in this development. 
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Summary of the papers 
 

Paper 1 
The temperature distribution in the horizontal hot-wall CVD reactor is 
investigated by 2D simulations. The influence of power input to the coil and its 
frequency is investigated, as well as the influence of the gas flow rate. A new 
susceptor design is developed with the aim to optimize the temperature 
distribution and thereby increase the usable growth area. Validation is made by 
experimentally measured temperatures. 
 

Paper 2 
Complete 3D simulations are performed including both homogeneous (gas-phase) 
and heterogeneous (surface) chemistry with the aim to predict growth rates in the 
epitaxial growth of SiC. A large gas-phase chemistry model is used, including 
decomposition of propane and silane, as well as the formation of organo-silicons. 
Surface reactions are modeled by reactive sticking coefficients. This simplified 
model is sufficient to accurately account for the deposition in a diffusion limited 
growth regime. It is shown that etching, parasitic growth on reactor walls, and the 
effect of thermal diffusion are important issues in modeling of SiC growth. It is 
also concluded that a smaller gas-phase chemistry model can be enough to model 
the growth. The simulations are validated by measured growth rates at different 
process pressures and carrier gas flow rates with good accuracy. 
 

Paper 3 
A simplified quantitative model for the nitrogen doping incorporation in 
intentionally doped 4H-SiC epitaxial layers is developed. The model can 
accurately predict doping concentrations for a large number of process 
parameters. Two different reaction schemes are used to account for the different 
doping behavior on the two faces of SiC. It is concluded that N2 must be included 
as, at least partly, responsible for the doping incorporation, and that it is enough 
to include only N2 in the model to predict correct doping levels. 
 

Paper 4 
A new susceptor design with an up-lifted substrate holder is investigated both 
experimentally and by simulations, and compared to a conventional hot-wall and 
a cold-wall reactor. The aim is to reduce stress induced in the material during 
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growth. It is seen that the thermal stress due to a temperature gradient over the 
substrate is several times higher in the cold-wall reactor as compared to the hot-
wall reactor. With the up-lifted plate in the hot-wall reactor, it is possible to reduce 
the wafer bending due to a lower backside deposition, since the temperature 
gradient in the reactor perpendicular to the substrate surface is smaller. Also the 
etching of the susceptor coating is reduced for the same reason. Thus, the lifetime 
of the susceptor can be greatly increased and the run-to-run reproducibility 
improved.  
 

Paper 5 
For the growth of III-nitrides ammonia is commonly used as the nitrogen-bearing 
precursor. It would be beneficial for several reasons to be able to use N2 instead. It 
is shown that by slightly modifying an existing CVD reactor it is possible to obtain 
large enough amounts of reactive nitrogen-containing species. It is speculated that 
the use of N2 would increase both growth rates and reduce the hydrogen content 
in the growth layers. 
 

Paper 6 
A comprehensive study of the nitrogen incorporation in SiC epitaxial layers are 
made. Both 4H- and 6H-SiC, as well as Si- and C-faces are investigated. The 
doping incorporation dependence on nitrogen flow rate, input C/Si ratio, growth 
rate, process pressure, and temperature is investigated. Thermodynamic 
calculations for the H2-C3H8-SiH4-N2 system are performed, and the species most 
likely to account for the doping are determined. A model for the doping 
incorporation based on the equilibrium calculations is suggested. 
 

Paper 7 
A comprehensive study of the aluminum incorporation in SiC epitaxial layers are 
made. Both 4H- and 6H-SiC, as well as Si- and C-faces are investigated. The 
doping incorporation dependence on aluminum, input C/Si ratio, growth rate, 
process pressure, and temperature is investigated. Thermodynamic calculations 
for the H2-C3H8-SiH4-Al(CH3)3 system are performed, and the species most likely 
to account for the doping are determined. A model for the doping incorporation 
based on the equilibrium calculations is suggested. 
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My contribution to the papers 
 

Papers 1, 2, 3 and 5 
I have performed all simulations, all experiments and all measurements. I have 
analysed the results and written the manuscripts. I have discussed the results and 
the outline of the papers with the co-authors. 
 

Paper 4 
I have performed all simulations and written most of the manuscript. I have 
discussed the experimental results and the outline of the manuscript with the 
second author.  
 

Paper 6 and 7 
I have performed all calculations. I have analysed the results and taken active part 
in the development of the models together with the first author. I have discussed 
the outline of the papers with the first author. 
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